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How to Hubnet 

 
1. Ready, set,  go…  

 
• In order to get started on Hubnet you should have received an invitation via email  

(please also check your Junk Mail Folder). If you have not received an invitation please 
write us a quick email to katherina.giese@impacthub.ch.  

• To get you all ready to go, first, you will have to f i l l  out your profile. Please write as 
much as you can about what you do, your skills and your project. A good tip is to 
include your linkedin profile so people can read more about you.  

• IMPORTANT: The default notif ication settings are set so that you will receive an 
email about every post that happens on Hubnet. With over 10.000 fellow Hubbers this 
can get a bit overwhelming so make sure to change your notification settings so that 
they suit your needs (receiving an email when something is happening within IH Zürich 
group, or somebody you are following)   

• You are ready to go! It would be great if you could take a moment to introduce 
yourself  to the Impact Hub Zürich Community in the respective group. We love to hear 
what you are up to!  

•  
2. How does Hubnet work? 

 
• Hubnet is organized in groups. In general there is two types of groups: There is a 

group for every IH community (you are automatically part of the IH Zürich group) and 
there are groups organized by members on different topics. You can either join one of 
these groups to enter the discussions (Find them through the group directory or the 
search bar) or create your own. 

•  The Homepage of Hubnet is the “global” page where you can see all of the action that is 
going on around the world in the different groups and IHs.  
 

 
3. How to be active on Hubnet 

 
• You can find a great guide on how to get the best out of Hubnet in the info section of the 

“How to Hubnet” group. Check out their slideshare in the info section or post 
questions you might have in the feed.   

• Keep your posts short and precise. We normally use English as the official language. 
• We use hashtags # to make posts easier to find as well as the @ sign to mention 

someone in a post.  The four official hashtags that are used are #seeking #sharing 
#offering and #connecting.  

• Make sure that you post whatever you are #seeking #sharing #offering or #connecting 
in the right group. 

 


